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HIGHLIGHTS

This monograph is one in a series of analytical reports presenting findings from the National Science
Foundation's 1989-90 National Survey of Academic Rematch Instruments wid Insownentation Needs. It
describes recent national trends in academic research equipment and equipment needs in the physical sciences.
The data were obtained from a sample of 55 universities statistically seleded to represent all institutions with
science/engineering R&D expenditures IA $3 million or more. The analysis compares data obtained in 1989 to
similar data collected from the same institutions in 1986 and 1981 Information about current needs arid
priorities refers to the year the survey was conducted; information about equipment amounts and exptInditures
refers to the year prior to the survey 1988, 1985, and 1982). The study is limited to research. equipment
originally costing $10,000 or more per system.

Existing Research Equipment

Even with the exclusion of 18 large university-administered Federally funded R&D centers, instrument
systems costing $1 million or more account for 35 percent of the current total investment in
physics/astronomy research equipment ($551 million). Instrument systems in this cost range are
essentially nonexistent in chemistry, accounting for less than 1 percent of current investment ($537
million).

Most research equipment in chemistry is located in traditional academic departments (92 percent of
current investment). Much of the research equipment in physics/astronomy is located in specialized
research centers outside traditional departments (44 percent of investment).

For research instrumentation in the $10,000 to $1 million range:

Chemistry has a lariscr current inventory ($532 million) than physics/astronomy (5357 million).

In the three-year period from 1985 to 1988, chemistry had a greater net increase in its national
inventory than did physics/astronomy (59 percent versus 42 percent, controlling for inflation).

The chemistry inventory is dominated by spectrometers (61 percent of current investment) and
computers (9 percent). In physics/astronomy, computing equipment accounts for 31 percent of
current investment, spectroscopy equipment represents an additional 17 percent, and other types
of equipment account for the remaining 52 percent.

Funding Sources

In chemistry, funding for instrumertation in the =rent inventory was evenly divided between Federal
and non-Federal sources (50 percent each); in physics/astronomy, Federal sources accounted for
64 percent of the total investment, and non-Federal sources accounted for the remaining 36 percent.

In both chemistry and physics/astronomy, aggregate instrumentation investments increased from 1982 to
1988 for all major funding sources. In relative terms, the largest increases were found for institution-
funded equipment (which grew in physics/astronomy from 14 percent gico 27 percent of the total); NSF
showed the largest relative decrease (in physics/astronomy, the NSF share decreased from 29 percent in
1982 to 24 percent in 1 )
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Annual Expenditures

In both fields, =trolling for inflation, expenditures for purchases of research equipment were
essentially the same in 1988 as they had been three years earlier: $102 million in physics/astronomy and
$84 million in chemistry. This contrasts with the previous three-year period (1982-85), which saw
substantial spending increases in both fields. Examination of other data (e.g., trends in total R&D
expenditures) suggests that 1585 was a year of unusually high equipment spending, rather than 1988
being a year of unusual retrenchment.

Equipment Needs

In both fields, a growing need for big ticket research equipment was evident. For example, in chemistry,
the percent of department heads saying increased Federal support is most needed for equipment in the
$50,000 and over range increased from 54 percent in 1983 to 81 percent in 1989. In both fields, over 90
percent of the aggregate cost of all reported top-priority equipment needs was for systems costing
$1013,000 and above.

In chemistry, 95 percent of the aggregate cost of the reported top priority equipment needs is in NMRs
or mass spectrometers (57 percent), other spectroscopy equipment (22 percent), and computing
equipment (16 percent). Physics/astronomy departments had much more diverse needs, with

spectroscopy and computing equipment each accounting for 16 percent, and the remaining 68 percent
being distributed among many other types of equipment.

Perceived Trends

a Most chemistry department heads seem pleased with the equipment trends they have experienced in the
last three years: 84 percent reported net increases in the aggregate dollar amount of their equipment,
and 71 percent reported qualitative improvements in the overall adequacy oftheir equipment; 70 percent
characterized the general adequacy of their current equipment as adequate or better. The largest
chemistry R&D programs produced the most positive perceptions, but the differences between the

largest and the smaller institutions were not very great.

In physics/astronomy, the general level of satisfaction with current instrumentation and with recent
trends was consistently lower than in chemistry (e.g., only 54 percent of department/center heads
described their current equipment as adequate or better, and only 42 percent said the adequacy had
improved in the last three years), and the differences between the 20 largest physics/astronomy research
programs and the smaller progams was more pronounced (e.g., 80 percent of physics/astronomy
department heads at the largest research institutions reported adequate or better current equipment,
versus only 48 percent of those at smaller institutions).

9



BACKGROUND

This report &merles recent trends in academic
research equipment and equipment needs in the
physical sciences (chemistry and physics/
astronomy).1 The data craw from the 1989, 1986,
and 1983 cycles of the National Survey ci AcKlemic
Research Instruments and Instnunentation Needs.
This triennial survey program is conducted by the
National Science Foundation (NSF), with mikjor
support from the National Institutes of Health
(NIH). It is designed to monitor emerging
instrumentation needs and trends in tlx amounts,
costs, and characteristics of existing academic
research equipment in selected science/engineering
(S/E) fields. The survey program was undertaken in
response to a Congressionad directive to the
Foundation to: "...develop indices, correlates or other
suitable measures or indicators of the status of
scieLtific instrumentation in the United States and of
the current and projected need for scientific and
technological instrumentation."2

The most recent data were collected in 1989 from
physical science departments and research centers at
a sample of 55 universities and colleges statistically
selected to represent the 174 largest R&D-
performing institutions in the nation.3 The heads of
thew departments and centers were asked to
complete a department questionnaire concerning
their expenditures, priorities, and needs for research
equipment. In addition, samples of existing research
equipment were selected in each department and
research center, and the responsible principal
investigator was asked to complete a brief data form
concerning the instrument's cost, age, condition, etc.
The equipment sample was selected to represent all
instrument systems originally costing S10,000 or more

lA companion report discusses instrumentation trends in
engineering and computer science. Additional analytical reports
concerning other fields and topics me planned for issuance in
mid-1991.

2611LaciioiitithErits_amomilikiniciuktbges-BRAIN
National Science gsmiktim for /bpi Year 19 80. and for
familias Public Law 96-44, Section 7.

3The sampled institutions are listed in Appendix A. The universe
this sample represents consists ci the 174 universities and
colleges with reported nomnedical S/E R&D expenditures of $3
million or more in Fiscal Year 1984, These 174 institutions
colMctively accounted for 95 percent of all FY 1984 nonmedical
academic S/E R&D expenditures, of which 57 percent was
encompassed by the study sample of 55 instituilms. (Natimal
Science Foundation, Apailemic Sciente/Entineeritue R&D
funds. Fiscal Year 1984. Detailed itatistical Tablq, 1%5).

that were used for S/E research at any time in 1988.
The resulting data were statistically weighted to
represent all such equment at all institutions
represented in the survey.'

The survey excludes equipment swiped to any of 18
university-administered Federally funded research
and development centers (FFRDCs).5 The
instrumentation in these large national labs
(Lawreneh. Livermore, Brookhaven, Oak Ridge, etc.)
is well known to the sprawring agencies and is
outside the scope of this study. However, anulemic
institutions also contain a number of other
specialized, custom-buil research facilities in high
energy physics and in astronomy that consist of large,
integrated instrument systems costing over $I million
(research reactors, electron storage rings,
observatories, etc.). Such l'supersystems" were
excluded in previous cycles of this survey but are
included in the current (1989) cycle. Findings for
these supersystems are not included in trend analyses.

All 55 sampled institutions participated in the 1989
survey, and data were obtained for all of the 31
supersystems at these institutions. Usable
questionnaire responses were obtained from 144 of
the 158 surveyed departments and research centers
(91 percent) and from 2,215 of the 2,412 sampled
research instruments in thae departments/centers
(92 percent).

Findings from the current (1989) stuvey are
compared to time from similar suiveys conducted in
1986 and 1983 to examine trends over the three-year
intervals between surveys.6 In all three surveys,
information about =rent equipment needs and
priorities was obtained with reference to the year the

4A11 of the dam shown In this report are in the form of national
estimates developed from these samples. As estimates, they are
subject to niriabihty due to samplins error. Estimates of the
sampling elms associated with the survey statistics, and
additional Information about details of the studrs sample design
and data colketion instnimmts and procedures, am available
upon request from NSF. Detailed statistical tables, from which
dm information presented in this report was dietilled, are alm
available upon request (contact Dr. Eileen Collins at NSFARS,
202-634-405.)

5The 18 excluded FFRDCs are listed in Appendix R

6Fora detailed presentation of findings from thug earlier studies,
me: National Science Foundation, agukos_guarsk
radjuneeLielejiggst Seience/Entineeria&Fieldc 198243 tq
nab, SRS 88-D1, (Jane) 198&
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survey was conducted; information about equipment
amounts and expenditures refers to the year prior to
the survey (Le., 1988, 1985, and 1902, respectively).

This report first descrkoes current status and recent
trends in existing and needed research equipment It
then presents statistical profiles contrasting the 20
largest (aa, Presumably, best-equipped) R&D-
performing institutions in a field (chemistty or
ph)sics/salumomy) to institutions with smaller
research programs in that field on various indices of
the average current amount, composition, and
adequacy of their research equipment These Fofiles
are intended to (a) descrle the kinds and amounts of
equipment that are to be found at the best-equipped
ncademic research programs in the nation, and (b)
assess how the equipment situations of the
instkutions with smaller research programs compare
to those of the best-equipped institutions.

Throughout this report, there are many references to
percent change in equipment dollar amounts from
1985 to 1988. All such 'percent change" figures arc
adjusted for inflation, based on U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics Producer Price Indices for equipment-
related products.
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EQUIPMENT INVESTMENTS AND EXPENDITURES

Current Amount and Distribution of
Research Equipment

At the end of 1988, the aggregate purchase price of
all in-use chemistry research equipment costing
$10,000 or more per system was an estimated $537
million (Table 1). This is equivalent to $156,000 of
research equipment per faculty researcher in
chemistry. The analogous figures for physics/
astronomy are $551 million in total research
equipment, $127,000 per faculty researcher. These
differences between chemistry and physics/
astronmz y would have been considerably larger if
equipment in the 18 Federally funded R&D centers
(FFRDCs) had been included, since most of the
FFRDCs are large astronomical observatories or
facirdies for research in high energy physics. Even
with the exclusion of FFRDCs, however, a substantial
portion (35 percent) of the aggregate price of all
remaining $10,000+ academic research equipment in
physics/astronomy is for instrument systems in the $1
million and over range (Figure 1). By contrast, less
than 1 percent of the current (1988) equipment
investment in chemistry is for systems costing $1
million or more. Most of the investment in chemistry
equipment (84 percent) is for systems costing $10,000
to $399,999.

Table 1. Aggregate purchase Moe of academic research
equipment coning $10,000 or mom per system, in
chemistry end physics/asbonomy, by OM range
and 300011011: 15511

System cost range
and imam

Chemistry
Physics/

Patronomy

(doaws in Mons)

Tani 538.7 5111.2

System In 1119,8004990,999 WP-632.3 358.7
M academie departments 457.5 277. 1

In march centers. 441 79.8

Systems $I million at more 4.4 194.5
Summons 0 Mt AI

Obanuanstes. 0 531
*Mew same lasegias 0 871

Other 4.4 721

Boum: aNtional Science Foundation, SAS

Chemistry and physics/astronomy also have very
different profiles regarding the location of their
research equipment. In chemistry, most research
equipment (92 percent of current investment) is
located in traditional academic departments, and the
remainder (8 percent) is in specialized research

Figure 1. Percastage (Oswego* price of an $11006+
moveabk reams* equipment in ebetnistty and
physics/astronomy by cost range: 1142

Chembtry

base = S536,600,000

Physics/Astro omy

base = $551 .22700

1.11 S10.000 - $49.999
$50,000 - $399,999

C:Z1 $400,000 $999,999

Far,.

St million or morc

Some: Natiosd Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 2. Trends in rigagaroh equipment amounts and expenditures in chemistry and physios/utronomy. 192248

Matistic
Chemisby

1982 1985

Physicelestrextomy

TOTAL AMOUNT

I sez I lass I 19115

Moshe in minions)

Awes* purdame Woe ci exteleg
mew* equipment In 910,000-
8999,990 range 211 327 532

Alma purchases el nonimpandable
mem* equipment

(a) Costing MO or more. 39 II $r S2
(b) Coding ,0004900.9990, ..... 35 72 75

MATH:NAL INDICES (percent)

Annual purchases al as a prows et
eggreggis equipment amours ($109-81M) 17 22 14

annum equoment purchases (a) = a
pes== d told R110 expendeures*** 13 19 16 10

245

91
50

20

13

18

11

*Eidnides do not incAde supereystems.

**Proleceon assumes MN 35% d phyNosjasironorny purchase are for
under 910,000.

***Deriornindom are from
Founcanon. NSF 89-328, 1990.

Scum Nationd Science Foundation, SAS

centers (Figure 2). In physics/astronomy, however,
only about half (56 percent) of the equipment
investment is in department-based labs. The rest is in
nondepartmentai research centers (22 percent) or in
supcisystems (22 percent). These physics/astronomy
nsupersystems," which are defined as specialized
research facilities organized around single very large -
- and often nonmovable instrument systems,
comprise 33 observatories with an estimated $54
million in movable research equipment, and 17
nuclear science facilities (research reactors, etc.),
containing an estimated $68 million in movable
research equipme.nt (Table 1).7

Trends in Equipment Amounts

Earlier cycles of the equipment survey were limited
to research instrumentation in the $10,000 to
$999,999 rasp, so analyses of time trends must be
limited to equipment in this range. In chemisuy, the
aggregate amount of research equipment in this cost
range has increased steadily and substantially, from

T
These =limit= do not include the cast of fixed equipment (e.g.
the central telescope of an obseritory). The estimated total
costs of these a isyemi including both fixed and movable
equipment, are S4 million for absenstories and $166 million
for nude= science &clam

systems 81 maim or more, and thal, in both discip9nes. 10 percent ere

Waled BOOM Tables, Wand Same
$211 million in 1982 to $532 million in 1988 (Figure
3). Controlling for inflation, the net increase over the
period 1985 to 1988 was 59 percent. For equipment
in this cost rarge, physics/astronomy has also shown
steady growth, though from a somewhat smaller base
and at a somewhat slower pace. Thus, the amount of
equipment in physics/ astronomy increased from
$180 million in 1982 to $ar million in 1988, with a
1985-88 growth rate of 42 percent.

Figure 3. Aggregate parchaA price of sendemic research
equipment costing 8111,998 - $999,999 in
chemistry and phyiestastranomys 198248

600

500

400

c) 300

200

100 16

$532
ft

$357

Clianisby
Fbyelialmernaomy

1932 1985 1988

SURVEY YEAR

Sou= Noland Science Frenneinian, SRS



In addition to collecting information about net
changes in aggregate equipment amounts, the survey

obtained information about trends in levels of annual

equipment purchases. In chemittry, annual

expendkures for the acquisition of additional

research equipment in the $500 and over range more
than doubled from 1982 ($39 miWion) to 1985 ($81

million; Table 2). In 1988, however, the level of

equipment purchases was essentially the same as in
1985: $84 million, which represents an absolute
increase of $4 million but a constant-dollar decrease

of 4 percent.

Physics/astronomy exhibited a similar trend in annual

equipment purchases, which increased substantially
from 1982 ($52 million) to 1985 ($91 million) but
then increased very little from 1985 to 1988 ($102
million, an inflation-adjusted increase of only 3
percent). When the figures are adjusted to reflect
estimates for equipment in the $10,000 to $1 million

raw., rather than all purchases $500 and above, the

dollar amounts are reduced (especially for
physics/astronomy), but the time trends remain the

same (Table 2).

In both chemistry and physics/astronomy, in both
1982 and 1998, estimated annual purchases of
research equipment in the $10,000 to $1 million range

were equivalent to 14 to 17 percent of the aggregate
purchase price of all in-use research equipment in
this cost range. Against this standard, the level of
equipment purchases in 1985 (20-22 percent) was
unusually high in both fields.

Another (and perhaps the best) way of expressing

relative annual levels of equipment purchases is as a

percentage of total academic R&D expenditures for
the year in question. On this index, 1988 research

instrumentation expenditures in chemistry (15

percent of all chemistry R&D expenditures) were
about the same as they had been in 1982 (13 percent;

Table 2). Similarly, instrumentation expenditures in
physics/astronomy were about the same in 1988 (11

percent of total R&D) as they had been in 1982 (10
penult of total R&D). This suggests that, while

research equipment amounts and annual

expenditures increased conslerably in the physical
sciences over thr 1982-88 period, the increase was
ptoportionate to the overall growth in academic
research in the physical sciences over this period, and
equipment has become neither more nor less

prominent as a contributer to total research costs.

Other Equipment-related
Expenditures

In addition to the expenditures required to replenish

and upgrade equipment stocks, research institutions
must expend funds for the maintenance/repair and

operation of existing equipment. In

physics/astrenomy departments and facilities, almost

as much was spent for maintenance/repair and
operation Oa existing equipment in 1988 as for the
purchase of additional equipient (Figure 4).

Equipment operating costs (mainly technician

salaries) were especially prominent in

physics/astronomy, accounting for one-third of all
equipment-related expenditures. In chemistry, where

there are fewer large, technician-operated instrument
systems, operating expenses were lower (18 percent

of the total) and equipment purchases were
correspondingly more prominent (68 percent, versus

56 percent in physics/astronomy).

Figure 4. Composition of expenditures for purchases,
maintenance, and operations of academic
research equipment in chemistry
and physkstastronomy: 1988

I 8%

Chemistry Physla/Astranomy
base $124 million base = $181 million

Purchases

Maimenance

Operations

Sour= National Science Femindation, SRS

Trends in research equipment operating costs cannot

be assessed, since information about operating

expenses was obtained for the first time in the current

(1989) study.

14
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Table & Trends in equipment-related annual axpendlures in obernisby and physlcapisadnany 19112-1181'

Stattstic Chembiry Physicaliebonomy

1982 1985 1982 1995 1989

(dears in maws)
TOTAL AMOUNT

Reseamn equipment purchases $500+ per nem....... 39 51 84 52 at 102
Maidenants/repar (Wit) d miseamh equipment 12 17 17 19 21 19
Operation st tesserch equipment (technician Mad*

supplies, etc.). 23 so
RELATIONAL iNDICES

(percent)

Annual equipment NM as a percent ot annual equipment
purchases 31 21 20 23 19

Amami *maimed rat/R - a woad of aggregate purchase
prtar at edging equipment** 6 3 4

*Estimates do not Include supemystema

**Denominatas are from Mate 2, adusted to Maude systems was $1 W5on.
- Not asaratained,

Source: ationa Science Foundation, MS

Information about trends in maintenance/repair
expenditures is available, however. These
expenditures increased from 1982 to 1938, but not at
the same pace as equipment expenditures or
accumulated equipment stocks (Table 3). When
expressed as a percentage of the aggregate cost of
existing research equipment in the $10,000 to $1
million range, maintenance/repair expenditures in
chemistry appear to have decrmed markedly, from 6
percent in 1982 (which was already well below the 10
percent figure often cited by equipment
manufacturers as the rule-of-thumb norm for
equipment maintenance) to 3 percent in 1988. A
similar trend occurred in physics/astronomy, wheat
1982 and 1985 maintenance/repair expenditures were
equivalent to 7 percent of aggregate equipment
purchase cost, which dropped to 4 percent in 1988.

6

This finding may signal growing difficulty in the
physical seems in obtaining adequate funding for
equipment maintenance. It is also possible, howeves,
that the apparent downward trend in
maintenance/repair expenditures may not be real.
Conceivably, with the opportunity to report both
maintenance/repair igul operating expenditures in
the 1989 survey, some expenditures that had
previously been reported as maintenance/repair may
have been shifted into the operating costs categcxy in
1989. All that can be said at this point (Le, until the
nen survey is done in 1992) is that the survey has
raised a question about possibk emerging problems
in the area of equipment maintenance/repair.

5



SOURCES OF FUNDS

In both chemistry and physics/astronomy, the overall
increases in research equipment stocks over the
period encompassed in this research reflect growing
cumulative funding contrlutkais from all major
sow= (Figure 5). These contributions and
increases have not bees of uniform size, however.
The aggregate amounts of equipment funded frmn
NSF and from internal institution funds has been
larger, and has increased faster (particularly from
1985 to 1988), in chemistry than in
physics/astronomy. The 1985-88 net increase in the
amount of institution-funded chemistry equipment
(from $100 million in 1985 to $10 million in 1988)
was especially prmiounced. These trends favoring
chemistry have been somewhat offset by the fact that
Federal agencies other than NSF have provided
greater instrumentation funding support in
physics/astronomy than in chemistry, though the
difference was less . pronounced in 1988 than in
previous survey years.

In addition to NSF, the major Federal
instrumentation funding sources in
physics/astronomy are the Department of Energy
(DOE, currently 16 percent of the total support) and
the Department of Defense (DOD, currently 13
percent; Table 4). In chemistry, the National
Institutes of Health (NIH, 1.3 percent of total
funding) follows NSF (26 percent) as the principal
Federal funding source.

As well as looking at overall trends in funding
amounts and funding shares frcan various sources, it
is of interest to examine how widely the macro-trends
have been distrilmted across departments. In
chemistry, many more departments reported 1986-89
increases in Federal instrumentation support and
waived trends in suppmt from all sources (48
percent) than reported decreases in Federal support
(16 percent; Table 5). The opposke was true for
physics/astronomy, where only 24 percent ci
departments and reeearch centers reported increased
Federal instrumentation support and 33 percent
experienced decreases. For all other funding sources
as well, the percentage of chemistry departments
reporting increased instrumentation funding was
greater than the comparable percentage of
physics/astronomy departments.

Phvglics/astronomy supersystems seem to have fared
somewhat better than regular physics/astronomy
departments and facilities over the 1986.89 period.
Thus, over half of the observatories reported
increased equipment funding from institution sources
(58 percent), and nearly half reported increased
Federal funding (48 percent). Many nuclear science
facilities received increased funding from industrial
sources (58 percent), and 22 percent had increased
Federal funding; none had reduced funding from
either of these sources.

Table 4. Sourfies of funds for aoduisithsn of resew* equipment in chemistry end physios/astionorny: 1982-88*

Sources of funds

Ownistry Fhysics/astronomy

1982 1966 1988 1982 196S 1988

Totai (aggregate pianos price, In mileons of doliars)... $211 $327 $532 $160 $245 $357

(percent of total)

Fedeml. tot& ...... ......... .................... SI 52 so 78 ea 84

NSF 34 27 as 29 26 24

NIN ...... 1 s 9 11 13 1 Cl

DOO 6 a 13 12 13

DOE 3 a 4 18 14 18

Other (NASA etc.) 4 3 1 17 13 10

Non-Federal, total 48 48 50 24 34 38

Institution funds 35 31 as 14 24 27

Mate government 3 2 4

Mate/industry 7 4

Other/unknown 1 4 2 2 1

*Ulnas we tor Numb equipment ceding $10,000-8999988 per unit.

Nob: DitaNs may not sum to 100 beCause al rounding.

Source: Moab Scam* FoundaDon, SRS



Figure S. Contributions to aggregate amount of research equipment in
chemistry and physics/astronomy by source of funds: 1982-88
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Other Federal sources
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INN 1982
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1988
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Table & Parceivad trends In Instnrmantation funding support for departmants, rasearch asntars, and stamorsysterns in ofwornisty and

physlos/astronarny: 19011 to 10119

Funding mum
and peruelved

trends In support

Departmenbicenlem Supermen=
OWN&

Mantel)?
Physics/

astronOmy
00servatodes

ftuciries sewn
facilles

*mbar of departmentspentemjsupersystems. 194 228 33 17

percent)

Federal government' 100 100 100 100

Mused 48 24

Remained tro sarne/NA. 37 43 25 78

Decreased 16 33 28 0

Stato equipmeM appropriations and

equipment funded In state capital prolects: 100 100 100 100

increased 23 18 16 0

Rematned the same/NA 53 71 85 90

Decreased 24 1 i 0 10

Internal inslitution funds' 100 100 100 100

Increased 36 29 54 113

Remained the same/NA. 47 51 48 58

Decreased 16 19 0 28

Mule nonprofit founchitIonsjorganizations: 100 100 100 100

Increased 7 5 11 10

Remotned Me same/NA. 79 90 89 90

Decreased 14 5 0 0

Industry- 100 100 1013 100

Increased 24 9 0 88

Remained the swne/NA. 60 84 100

Derseesed 15 7 0 0

Note: DOWN may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

Some: National Science Foundation, SRS
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PERCEIVED EQUIPMENT TRENDS

Most heads of departments, research centers, and
supersystems reported that their research
instrumentation needs bad increased over the three-
year period 1986-89, in both chemistry (96 percent)
and physics/astronomy (87 percent; Table 6). The
percentage of department/center heads who reported
that their actual amount of research equipment had
also increased over this period was quite high in
chemistry (84 percent reported increases of more
than 10 percent in aggegate dollar amount) but was
lower in physics/astronomy (56 percent reported
increases, most or only moderate size).

Most heads of chemistry departments reported
overall qualitative improvements in the adequacy of
their research equipment (71 percent), but less than
half of the heads of physics/astronomy departments

Table 6.

and research centers reported such improvements (41
percent). At the other end of the scale, 29 percent of
physics/astronomy department/center heads
reported net decrmes in the overall adequacy of their
research equipment from 1986 to 1989, versus only 7
percent of the heads of chemistry departments/
centers.

Another way of examining trends in perceptions is by
comparing qualitative assessment findings across
surveys (Figure 6). Such inquiries indicate the
following comparisons:

There has been a gradual decline in the
percentage of physics/astronomy
department/facility heads reporting that their
unit's research equipment affords faculty
researchers adequate or better capabilities to
pursue their research interests, from 1983

Perceived equipment t ends in chomistly and physics/astronomy: 1908 to 1989

depannwn0yeentera Supporta=

Stafidic

ChenVdry
Physics/

aMoriorny
Observatorke

MOM lidellee

Number of ciepanments/cemersjeoperoystems. 104 226 33 17

(Percent)

THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION NEEDS

OF THIS UNIT HAVE:

increased 0.0., because of expending
abe or program or other factors) 98 87 re

Remained the same 4 a 21
Declined 0 0

THE AMOUNT OF USABLE REFEARCH EQUIPMENT

IN THIS UNIT HAS:

Increased subsiantiMy (50% or nom In aggregate
costivalue) 30 7 57 12

Increased (by 1140%) 54 24 se
Reaminadefe same (+/. 10%) 15 38 19 9D
Deameed (Dy 11-49%).. 0 0
Decreased subdanlially (by 5E4%) ....... 0 0 0

THE ADEQUACY OF THE RESEARCH EQUIPMENT

IN THIS UMT HAS:

Improved 71 41 30 70
nelms:W the same 23 30 14 24
Decaned ..... ........... 7 29 8

Note: Mile may not sum to 100 because of ft:aiding.
Sourm: MOM &WM Foun09001, SRS
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Table 7. Top-pdority research equipment needs of dips*
ments/centers ki chemistry and physics/
astronomy-prices and masons needed: 190fr

Statistic

Fidw
Physics/

Astronomy

Aggregate mice of needs MO (dollars
In millions) $127 $208

Medan price per Item (dollars in
thousands) $150 $155

kakuuesvaegi

(Percent of

ISWISaie Pit fi)

100 100

$10.0004119,999 5 4

WM noPsosikess 47 28

1. *000 or mom 48 87

2111320132201g 100 soy

Replace an *Mahe instrument 17 12

Expend cape* (niore copies of
andeang equipment). 21 18

Upgrade capabilities (to whom
expedmetas you cannot do now) e2 es

*ROM 11159 Was of Om items par depariment/center of top-priority
ressech Inetnimenb $10,000-$1 million range. Needs Sus Maude
some items over $1 maim and some Mai celf tor muMplo copies
(8-11., re wartereeens-4250.004

Mote: Weis mom not unto 100 because of rounding.
SOURCE: Mahone; Science Foundation. SRS
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TYPES OF EXISTING AND NEEDED EQUIPMENT

The national inventory of chemistry research
equipment is dominated by spectrometers and related
instruments and accessories (Figure 7).8 The
category 'spectroscopy and light measurement
equipment" accounts for over half of the total
investment in existing chemistry research equipment
in both 1985 (60 percent) and 1988 (61 percent), and
it encompasses about four-fifths of the aggregate cost
of all most-needed instrument systems identified by
chemistry department/center heads in 1989 (79

percent). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
mass spectrometers were especially prominent,
together accounting for about one-third of the total
existing investment (32 percent in both 1985 and
1988) and for over half of the most-nteded
equipment (57 percent of aggregate price).

Computer systems and related equipment (PCs,
peripherals, graphics and imaging equipment, etc.)
accounted for an additional 9-10 percent of the
existing research equipment inventory in chemistry,
and they constituted a somewhat more prominent
share of the equipment identified as most needed
(16 percent). All other types of equipment combined
(in essence, everything that is neither a spectrometer
nor a computer) collectively accounted for only
30 percent of the aggregate investment in existing
chemistry research equipment and for a remarkably
low 5 percent share of the equipment identified by
chemistry department/center heads as being their
current top-priority needs,

anie classification taxonomy used in this analysis was developed
during the current suivey and was then applied in the
classification of equipment and equipment needs in both the
1999 and 1996 survey data. The tasonomy ssas senerany
modelled after the one used in Seknee magazines annual
"Guide to Scientific Instruments' (see Science, vol. 243, Pan II,
February 24, 1989), but contains many modifications suggested
by members of the project Advisory thoup to adapt it to the
variety and cost range of equipment represented in this survey.

As we might expect, the types of research equipment

that art found (and that are seeded) in
physics/astronomy are quite different frm those in
chemistry. NMR and mass spectrometers are much
leas Imminent, and while other types of mmetroscopy
equipment are found in quantity in
physks/astronomy (such as optical spectrometers
and monochromators), they are not as prominent
there as in chemistry (12 percent of the 1988
inventory, versus 29 percent). Computing equipment
constitutes a substantial but perhaps declining share
of the physics/astroncony inventor such equipment
made up 36 percent of the aggregate investment in
1985, 31 percent in 1988, and only 16 percent of the
most-needed equipment identified in 1989. The
majority of the research equipment in
physics/astronomy is in categories other than
spectroscopy or computing this is true both for
existing equipment (52 percent) and for needed
equipment (68 percent).

More detailed breakdowns of existing and needed
research equipment in chemistry and in
physics/astronomy arc given in Table &

13.



Figure 7. Trends in types of INdalari needed resmrch equipment in chemistry and
physicslastronomy:

Existing in 1985

2%

Existing in 1985

CHEMISTRY

Existing in 1988

PHYSICS / ASTRONOMY

5%

Existing in 1988

Percent of aggregate purchase price for:
1111111 NMR and man s pcscr ()gluten

Or A

INN

5%

Needed in 1989

2%

Needed in 1989

Other spectroscopy and light measurement equipment

Computers and data handling equipment

MEAU other research equipment

Ail olainolloa so for nocolch oquilimenl coaling VON° - $999.999 per system. Needs d la an from depanineettionter report, ci
3 top Fierily equipmeme needs.

Scum: Ngienal Science Foundation SU



Table & Types of existing and needed* research equipment In chemisby end physics/astronomy: 111116419

Equipment type

Chantilly Physioe/apmmeny

Editing heeded Eating

1965 I 1968

Taal (dalars In Malone) on

Bpsdismoopy/ligtd measurement equMmere - SO
If hats 22
Mass/GC-M8.. 10

Elechonjaugerilon scattenng/surface analysis 7
Mframd/FIWCIC-FriRitaser Ran= 8
*ray (aMactomiters, etc.). 6
Other and unspecieed 11

Computes end dais handling equipment.-- 10

Computer sysNms 5200.000+ 2
Minkomptieni 0504191K and peripherets 3
Sagle-user woritailons 010449ig and nelmina 2
Mar 3

Olhar - ao
tams and optical equipmert 12
Cements, recorders, and electronics. 3
Erwironmental/tennperature control Mamba& 3
Bectioniion/molecular beam squIrmen1 (MBE, etc.) 1

*Mew Instruments 1

Microscopes and accessories. 1

Telescopes end component&
Robots, nunufachwing macham c 1

taseraloppler velocinaers, anemometers <1

Orgent/bioscience equipment+ 5

MI Ohm 4

$532 5127 5245 PIP SW
Omen al total)

SI 79 15 17 1$

21 35 2 4 2
11 22 a! 1 g 1

8 4 2 4 2
8 5 1 3 a I

8 10 1 1 3
8 3 8 a 9

9 IS 38 31 111

2 11 11 7 8

4 3 17 14 4
2 8 8 2
2 3 4 4 3

ao 5 411 511 811

12 1 11 14 4

3 41 $ 5 9
3 1 7 7 8
1 1 4 9

1 5 5 7

1 1 1 4
3 3 7

<1 1 8

- g 1 a i 8
8 2 i 1 41
2 1 11 9 11

*From 1989 liste a three Items pw department/center ci lop-prionly mewl) Instrumenb it 510,00041 minion range. Weds Ms baud, some Isms
over $1 meal end some mci cal for muMple copies (.g., 10 vroris1ations4250,000).

+ includn aell sorters, centrifuge& chnimologreph& wain syntheelare/sequeme& a&
Note: DOM may not add to totas Incase at rounding.
SOURCE: National Science Foundation, MS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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INSTITUTION PROFILES

Separately for chemistry and physics/astronomy, this
section contrasts the 20 largest research institutions
in the field (those with the largera reported total
annual R&D expenditures) to the approximately 150
next-largest institutions on measures of average
pogram characteristics. As well as provicring
normative, quantitative information about current
instrumentation at what may be presumed to be the
best-equipped research universities in the field (the
20 largest), these data wovide a basis fcw examining
ways in which the relative amount, distribution, and
usage of research equipment may be different at the
smaller institutions than at the largest ones.

As background, the 20 institutions with the larpst
1988 chemistry R&D expenditures reported averne
(mean) R&D expenditures of $9.3 million per
institution in that field. Collectively, they reported
8185 million in R&D expenditures that year, one-
third (33 percent) of the total for ail academic

institutions in the nation.9 The 20 largest institutions
in physics/astronomy R&D accounted for an even
larger share of the national research effort in that
field; they reported average expenditures of 8274
million per institution in 1988, collectively accounting
for 8553 million, 57 percent of the natimial tuta1.19

Annual Ecluipment-related
Expenditures

As would be expected, average annual expenditures
for the purchase, operation, and maintenance of
research equipment are far higher at the 20 largest
R&D institutions than at institutions with smaller
research programa, in both chemistry and
physics/astronomy (Table 9). In physics/astronomy,
for example, the 20 largest institutions spent an
average of $4.2 million per institution for purchases

Table a. Institution pinfilas in @hafting and physleajaabonomyaverage annual expenditures per institution for purchase,
operation end mainteriermajrapair of research equipment 1088*

Chernisay Rwelm/enronamy

20 Moen
Oind

Other
201Ergna

In field
Other

MEAN FY 1989 EXPENDITURES PER
INSTITUTION (dollars In Mousands)

Annear ot nonemendable march equipment
(a) AN mstIng 9500 or more pit tma 91.805 $325 $4,228 $349
(b) Equipment in $10,0004999999 range.* 1,427 291 2.100 230

Operation al remendi equipment (tichnn salaries. inc.) 518 so 3.087

Maintimenee and ripe DA/R) at men% equipnent. Wed 281 77 $7110 88
farrice contracts and Reid service 132 18 247 24
°Met 129 68 513 81

OTHER INDICES:

Mem number WW1* faculty msearchem. 38.9 17.0 88.9 19.9
Mean number Mt.13.9 atierded WI yaw 34.5 7 25.2 4,5

Equipment sachem pet Camay reseercher $41.200 819120 983.170 $17.930
Equipment purahames par Ph.D. anwded tNt yew $49520 $37,380 $187.700 MAIO
Swam canimote & RiM estvian - a permits al total meintenance/

WOW PiVR) expendbiree 51 % 22% 32% 211%

WM per $1 In squIpment purchases $0.18 $0.24 $0ais
Operatton mob per $1 In equipment purchwee $0.32 $026 $073 $0.110

opinolin cads per 11 In equipment purohame 90.411 10.411 SO.S4

"In anti OW& Me 20 Won ragmen pedarmers On FY 1069 R&D
equendlume) We metwered to butitullone WM smeller rasearen
promme In Vie Sea Supersystems me Included

**AulsoMen manse Vie percent at (a) kw equipment coding chw 91
Milan le Om mime ma talor MI Misting equipment (am Table 10) and
Mel 10 mond d 111 *windy b Ri equipment In the MOAN
range.
Source: Nellonst tkisnae Faundelion,

9Menai Science Foundation, Natirmagarge

statistke do not include expendinnee at libe 111 iare
Federally funded IUD mine" most or 'bleb am baled at (Or
administered by) bistitutions dun are among die 211 impel
piquimiestrosomy RaD

mrbise
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of research equipment in 1988, as compared to an
average of $349,000 per institution for the 154 =l-
imiest instkutkun.11

CI course, the large research institution have more
facuky researchers and graduate students than
insdtutions with smaller research programs. Even on
a per pen= basis, however, the 20 largest R&D
institutkais have considerably higher annual levels of
equipment porches= than are found at the smaller
institutions, in both physical science fields (e.g., ir
chemistry, $41,260 per faculty researcher at the 2)
largest institutions, versus $19,120 at the smallei
institutions).

Regarding equirnent maintenance, one might expect
that the law R&D institutions would be able to
achieve econcnnies of scale that would permit them to
rely heavily oi their own personnel for much of their
maintenance and repair work. In chemistry, though,
external maintenance/repair (service contracts and
field service, rather than service from institution-
employed persomel) is actually more prominent at
the largest institutions than at the smaller ones: the
20 largest research perfoiners spend half of their
annual maintenance/repair budgets externally (51
percent), as compared to 23 percent at the smaller
institutions. In physics/astronomy, there is less
difference between larp and small institutions: 32
percent external versin ZS percent (Table 9).

Other aspects of the data suggest that the larger
histitutions do achieve some overall economies of
scale in equipment maintenance: in chemistry, the 20
larrat research performers spend an average of 16
cents on maintenance/repair d existing equipment
for every dollar they spend on acquisiticm of new
equipment, as compared to 24 cents to the dollar at
the smaller programs. The figures are essentially the
same for physics/astronomy. However, these
differences are offset by the fact that expenditures for
equipment operadon (per doller of equipment
purchnes) are somewhat higher at the large research
institutions. In chemistry, the result is that combined
expenditures fiir maintenance/repair and operation
of existing research equipment (per dollar of
equipment purchases) are the same at the smaller
institutions as at the largest 21 48 cents to the dollar.

liThese figures Wade upeaditures st spedalized
1=IstiononlY Nalanfwatus,' but not those at the 18

that ase outside the scope al this study. inclusion at
FFSDIN would hos so Meet lb: chesnistiy but would auto the
efetinucss bermes the 20 klieg physies/sstionatny
lostitudoos sod aS caws institutions mu poem

Similar relationships art seen in physics/astronomy,
although equipment operation costs are higher in
physics/astromomy than in chemistry (especially at
the largest institutions). Consequently, the combined
costs of equipment maintenance/repair and
operation art also highrx: 91 cents per dollar of
equipment purchases at the 20 largest institutions.

Amounts and Characteristics of
Existing Equipment

In physics/astronomy, the most conspicuous
difference between the 20 largest research institution
and smaller research programs is in the area of big
ticket equipment and facilities (observatories, nuclear
reactors, etc.), which arc heavily clustered at the large
institutions and account for a substantial fraction of
their total equirnent investment (Table 10). The 20
largest physics/astronomy institutions contain a per
institution average of 2.2 systems, with $6.9 million in
movable equipment, in systems costing $1 million and
oven this is ahnost as much as their average of S8.5
million for equipment costing under $1 million per
system. Outside the top 20, there are an average of
only 0.2 systems per institution in the $1 million and
over range, about one for every five such institutions.
Partly because of the influence of these big ticket
items, the 20 largest physics/astronomy institutions
also have larger average dollar amounts of equipment
per faculty researcher, or per doctorate degree
awarded, than are found at smaller institutions.

In chemistry, big ticket items in the $1 million and
over range are not a factor, even in the largest
research institutions. For equipment in tlx $10,000
to $999,999 range, the average amount (measured in
terms of aggregate purchase price) at the 20 largest
institutions is certainly greater than the average for
the next 154 institutions ($7.7 million versus $2.4
million), but the difference is not nearly as great as it
is in physics/astronomy ($83 million versus $12
million).

In both fields, for equipment in the $10,000 to
$999,999 range:

There is remarkably little difference between
the largest research institutions and the
smaller ones in either the cost distribution or
the age distaution of their research

equiPment-
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Table10. ',Warman profiles in chemistry and physics/astranomy-everage amounts and charecledstice of sidating research
equipment 11108*

Manstic

Miyaks/astronomy

20 Nod
ki add

1

20 Rigid I
Mar

In Itald

SYSTEMS COSTING $1 MILLION

Mom numbar/unlverally
Mean amount/unlvamay (MMus maim)

al 41
ic$1

22 02
110.9 $0.4

SYSTEM COSTING $10,0001099,999

Mean numbarArtanity 10 46 143 24
Mum amountionammity Wawa In /Mauna) - $7.7 $2.4 10.5 $12
Mean amosmt/IscoNy reasaratits ospisrs m massmeo sias $141 $127
men emus/mix dorm anwdad par t Mousanda) $223 f27a $337 $279

Mos new (pwasta ammgda pdoM 100% 100% 100% 100%
$10.000499,909 47 se 54 57
0100,0004399,900 41 se 35
$400,0004999,999 13 16 14

Yaw pordmmt (parcel d aggragalit prite).. 100% 100% 100% 100%
19006 42 4$ 40 49
196346. so 32
1962 or asfora 29 27 28 25

Ltait In 1966 (patowild Boma, pricy. 100% 100% 100% 100%
Rmaamb only 72 67 74 72
Rosaaralt and Instniction as 33 26 28

Mannumber romarch mism/sratan In 190 24.1 132 11.0

*In awn tlid, Ma 20 argot rawaren pettormam (n FY 1963 R&D impendaums) ars compered to Indlutionil vain amaftw march program in Ma
Odd.

Note: DolOs may not add to 100 became al munding.
SOURCE Nadomi Warms Foundation, SAS

nue is also remarkably little difference
between the largest institutions and the
smaller onea in the proportion of equipment
that is dedicated solely for research use, as
opposed to being used for both research and
instruction: in both institution categories and
in both fields, 67-74 percent of the total
investment is for equipment dedicated only for
research use.

The average annual number of research users
per system is about twice as high at the 20
largest institutions as at mailer programs.

Perceived Current Status and Trends

In chemistry, department/facility heads at the 20
largest (and presumably best-equipped) institutions
seem pnerally quite sadsfied with the overall
adequacy of their current research equipmatt:

18

61 meow rated their overall instrumentation
situation as excellent in 1989, and the remaining 39
percent descrioed their existing equipment as
generally adequate; none characterized their
instrumentation as inadequate (Table 11). Chemistry
department heads at smaller institutions were less
contented: 34 percent characterized their rimearch
equiment as inadequate, and only 17 percent
reported having excellent equipment

In both institution categories, physics/astronomy
department/facility !wads gave generally less positive
assessments of their current research equipnent than
clid their counterparts in chemistry. Thus, eV= in the
20 largest physics/astronomy institutions (which
contain such a high proportion of the naticw's total
instrumentation inventory in that field), 20 percent of
the department/facility heads annplained that their
current equipment is generally inadequate to enable
faculty investigattws to pursue their major research
interests, and only 9 percent described their
instrumentation situation as excellent At instkutions
outside the top 20, os.er half of all physics/astronany
department heads (52 percent) characterized their
current instrumentation as inadequate.
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Table 11. institution profiles in chemistry and physicsjastronorny-department/center assessments of current adeqtmcy and recent
trends in thek research equipment Mr

SIMIAN

Chemistry Phyaloe/aebononty

20 kneel
In Ileid

Other
20 broad

In Side
Other

Omni of linienteifeollitee)

Adequacy re cuffed mean* equipment 100 100 100 100

Exedient 91 17 9 4

Adequate
trisuMclent 0

49
34

71
20

44
52

PERCEIVED TRENDS tN LAST 3 YEARS:

Amount of research equOment 100 100 100 100

increseed 95 53 79 49

Remained the same (110%) 5 17 15 44

Deeressed 0 0 5 7

Adequacy or depenmeffs research equipment 100 100 100 100

Improved 75 70 52 38

Remand Me same 17 30

Declined 8 7 12 33

Federal equipmerd support 100 100 100 100

amused
Remand Me same

20
as

50
33

49
ao

18
44

Decnoseed 17 13

Not applicable 0 2 1

in each neld. the 20 lamest research penman (in FY 1988 R&D expenditures) are compered to ingltutiona WISh mai* mewl, programs In the

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, SIG

To some extent, these relatively negative assessments
by physics/astronomy department heads may reflect
the importance of large, specialized regional and
national labs for many areas of research in physics
and astronomy. For example, in the case of
astronomers who have ready access to off-campus
national observatories that meet their needs, it might
be descriptively accurate but programmatically
irrelevant to say the equipment available on-campus
is inadequate.

Turning to other indicators, 95 percent of chemistry
department/center heads at the 20 largest pro3rams
reported net increases in their amount of research
equipment over the last three years, and 75 percent
reported that the overall adequacy of their equipment
(relative to their needs) had improved over this
period. The findings were almost as positive for
chemistry programs outside the top 20: 83 percent
reported increased equipment amounts, and 70
percent reported improved overall adequacy of
equipment.

In physics/astronomy, 79 percent of department/
center heads at the 20 largest R&D institutions
reported that their amount of research equipment
had increased in the last three years, and 52 percent
reported net qualitative improvements in equipment
adequacy. Both figures are lower than those
obtained in chemistry. For physics/astronomy
departments outside the top 20 institutions, the
picture is still less positive: only 49 percent reported
any net increase in equipment amounts, and only 39
percent reported any qualitative improvement; almost
as many (38 percent) reported a qualitative decline in
equipment adequacy (Table 11).

For chemistry (both the 20 largest institutions and the
smaller ones) and for the 20 largest physics/
astronomy programs, most department/center heads
(over 80 percent) reported that their Federal
instrumentation support had remained the same or
had increased over the last three years. For
physics/astzonomy programs outside the top 20
institutions, however, only 18 percent rtforted an
increase in Federal instrumentation support, and 38
percent reported decreased support.
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These latter fmdings suggest that, particularly for
institutions outside the top 20 research performers,
physics/astronomy department heads' complahits of
the inadequacy of their existing equipment are not
simply a trivial intfication that much ci the equipment
they need is located in large, off-campus regional and
naticsial labs, Rather, they seem to be saying that
their sources of instrumentation funding support have
begun to dry up in recent years (or, at best, have
remained static) and that the adequacy of their
equipment stocks is begining to decline. In
chemistry, on the other hand, reports of recent
increases in both quantity and quality of research
instrumentation were widespread, for the smaller
research program as well as for the largest ones.
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INSTiTUTION SAMPIZ

Brown University
California Institute of Technology
Colorado State University
Cornell University
Duke University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Louisiana State University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Michigan State University
Mississippi State University
New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology
North Carolina State University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Ohio State University
Oklahoma State University
Oregon State University
Pennsylvania State University
Princeton University
Purdue University
Rockefeller University
Stanford University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Temple University

Texas A&M Universky
Texas Tech Univasity
University of Arizona
University of California at Berkeley
Univenky of California at Davis
University of California at Los Angeles
Universky of California at San Diego
University of Central Florida
University of Cdorado (Boulder & Denver)
Universky of Connecticut
University dDayteas
University of Denver
University d Blinds
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
Univasity of Maryland
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University d Nebraska
University of North Dakota
University of Oklahoma
University of Pennsylvania
University of South Alabama
University of Texas
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Washington State University
Yale University



APPENDIX B
LIST OF UNIVERSITY-ADMINISTERED FEDERALLY FUNDED

R&D CENTERS
(which are excluded from this survey)



UNIVERSITY-ADMINISTERED FEDERALLY FUNDED RLD CENTERS

Department of Defense

Lincoln Laboratory (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Software Engineering Institute (Carnegie Mellon University)

Department of Energy

Ames Laboratory (Iowa State University ofScience and Technology)
Argonne National Laboratory (University ofChicago and Argonne Universities Association)
Brookhaven National Laboratory (AssociatedUniversities, Inc.)
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facftity (Southeastern Universities Research Association)
E. 0. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Universityof California)
E. O. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (University of California)
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (University of California)
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Universities Research Association)
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies (Oak Ridge Associated Universities)
Plasma Physics Laboratory (Princeton University)
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (Stanford University)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California Institute of Technology)

National Science Foundation

National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center (Cornell University)
National Center for Atmospheric Research (University Corporation for Atmospheric Research)
National Optical Astronomy Observatory (Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.)
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (Associated Universities, Ine.)
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